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Selected international exhibitors: (by alphabetical order, exhibitor list as of 5 Jun, 2015) 

Azgard Nine (Pakistan)    

azgard9 will bring their denim and PFGD fabrics to the fair, with their range 

comprising advanced fibres, finishes and features from Feather to Rock, 

Earth to Moon, Spartan to topnotch and Sustainable to Green line. Current 

trends in the market they believe include vintage shade, high stretch denim, 

selvedge denim, functional denim, coated denim and novelties, with high 

stretch denim being particularly popular in China at the moment.  

Cone Denim (Hong Kong) 

Cone's technical fabric development will be seen in its Fall/Winter 2016 

collection. The newest performance denims using Toughmax, 

Coolmax® /Tencel® , Dri-Release®  and SGene®  II will also be on display. 

 

Denism Textiles Ltd  (Hong Kong)  

This Hong Kong exhibitor will present five themes in their denim collection at 

the fair: Cloud, Cosmetic, Citizen, Curio and Yoga. In their segment of the 

market they state that high-stretch fabrics with soft touch are the current 

trend. 

 

Fabrix Plus Co Ltd (Taiwan)  

The exhibitor will feature dobby denim plus prints at the fair. They believe 

that cotton / Tencel denim for shirting is a popular trend in the current 

season. 

 

 
 

H W Textiles Co Ltd (Hong Kong)  

H.W. Textiles is well-known in the US, European and Japanese markets, and 

are now expanding their market by featuring their Kuga, Rogi, Flexi, Vintage 

Boy Friend Denim collections to the fair.   

 

JM International HK Ltd (Hong Kong)  

JM specialises in accessories for garments and shoes, and buyers will get to 

see their most stylish accessories at the fair. Commenting on current trends, 

the company reported that anti-brass brushed metal accessories have been 

popular recently. 

 

 

http://www.azgard9.com/
http://www.conedenim.com/
http://www.fabrix-plus.com/
http://www.hwtexiles.com.hk/
http://www.faithcity,net/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Faithcity-Industrial-Ltd/1467559463475798
http://www.facebook.com/ConeDenim
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Lucky Textiles Group (Hong Kong)    

Lucky Textiles Group specialises in corduroy, twill and denim products for the 

European, American, Japanese and Southeast Asian markets. The company 

is dedicated to developing high-end products with highly value-added 

features such as nanometre, iron-free (high & low temperatures), water & oil 

repellent, anti-pollution protection and more. 

 

Rajawani Denim Mills (Pvt) Ltd (Pakistan)  

The company will present it's new 2015 collection featuring the latest trends. 

They report that these trends are Lycra / stretch in men's and women's jeans, 

so they have a wide range of products in their Stretch collection. 

 

Super Wings International Ltd (Hong Kong)  

A wide variety of soft touch and super stretch denim will be on display. The 

company believes that these items with good recovery are the current trends. 

 

Upper Universe Industrial Ltd (Hong Kong)  

Various denim patterns such as discharge print, pigment print, indigo stripe, 

indigo check, dobby denim, nep denim, fake knit denim and jacquard denim 

will be showcased at the fair. Additionally, Upper Universe will present their 

newly developed functional products, including DuPont Sorona, Coolmax, 

Thermolite, T400 and recycled polyester yarn.  

 

Selected domestic exhibitors: (by alphabetical order, exhibitor list as of 15 Jun, 2015) 

Company name Product descriptions 

Advance Denim Co Ltd Innovative denim 

Benjie Textile Co Ltd Denim, coloured denim, denim fabric coating, etc. 

Black Peony (Group) Co Ltd Jeans denim fabric, yarn-dyed fabrics 

Changzhou Congling Knitting Co Ltd Knitted denim, knitted denim garments, indigo cheese dye 

denim 

Changzhou Henglun Textile Co Ltd Knitted denim, knitted dyed fabrics, knitted cloth 

Changzhou Mingwei Textile Printing Co Ltd Knitting indigo 

Changzhou Oasis Textile Co Ltd Denim 

http://www.luckytextiles.cn/
http://www.rajwanidenim.com/
http://www.superwingsint.com/
http://www.uuil.com.hk/
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Danyang Pengfei Fabric Factory Denim 

Foshan Foison Textile Co Ltd Denim, dyeing cloth, printed cloth, coated cloth 

Foshan Huafeng Textile Co Ltd Denim, yarn-dyed, thin indigo denim, plaid cloth 

Foshan Lisheng Textile Co Ltd Denim, knitted denim fabric. Their textile technology is 

based on innovation, weaving, dyeing and finishing as one 

integrated textile group.  

Foshan Nanhan Xiqiao Guangxin Textile Business 

Department 

Flax, 4-way stretch, kapok 

Foshan Qianyishuo Textile And Garment Co Ltd Denim 

Foshan Zeming Textiles Industry Ltd. High-grade denim fabric. They believe that cowboys can 

bring inspiration to each brand. 

Freedom Denim High-end denim fabric, high-elastic denim fabrics, 

functional denim fabrics 

Guangdong Jean Textile Co Ltd Stretch denim, tencel denim, coloured denim 

Guangzhou Baoheli Textile Ltd Denim 

Guangzhou Black Forest Textile Co Ltd Denim fabric, denim brand decathlon, brand oem 

Guangzhou Cottonfield Textile & Clothing Co Ltd Denim, twill 

Guangzhou Huichuang Textile Co Ltd Focus on technology, quality and innovation 

Guangzhou Lipai Textile And Garment Co Ltd Lycra denim, t400 denim, cotton denim, tencel denim 

Guangzhou Shentong Textile Co Ltd High-end denim fabrics 

Guangzhou Shi Zhaoyuan Textiel Ltd Super-elastic denim fabric with stretch of up to 80% or 

more; super soft stretch denim fabric using tencel, dell, 

cotton and a special spinning process, using double-

covered yarn so that the fabric has a super soft feel. Use 

italian wide loom to offer cloth 58 - 60 inches 

Hebei Xindadong Textile Co Ltd 4-14.5 oz cotton, viscose, tencel, modal and other elastic, 

non-stretch denim 

Hebi Geyuan Textile Co Ltd 4-14 oz cotton, cotton shells, bamboo, combed, tencel, 

modal and other denim fabrics 

Hebi Geyuan Textile Co Ltd 4-14 oz cotton, cotton shells, bamboo, combed, tencel, 

modal and other denim fabrics 

Jiangmen City Zhuoyi Textile Fabric Ltd Various types of high-end denim for men and women 
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Jiangsu Expert Textile Co Ltd Denim 

Jiangsu Zhongheng Dyeing&Finishing Co Ltd Knitted denim, knitted denim yarn 

Knit Denim Hengliang Textile Co Ltd Knitted denim, denim colour knitting, knitting denim 

garments, knitted denim yarn 

Lanxi Yongxin Weave Co Ltd All kinds of woven denim fabric 

Panther Textiles Holding Denim 

Prosperity Textile Ltd Mercerized, coating, silk, combing, t400 and other types of 

high-end denim 

Shandong Huitong Textile Co Ltd Spinning, dyeing pulp, weaving and finishing of cotton, 

silk, stretch, denim and other cotton slub 

Shaoxing Feifanlan Textile Co Ltd Denim 

Sparkle Roll Textile Polyandrum series 

Weifang Lantian Textile Co Ltd Denim 

Wellmay Denim Co Ltd All kinds of denim fabrics 

Winsing Denim Fabric Co Ltd Denim 

Winwin Textile Co Ltd Denim 

Xingtai H&J Textiles Co Ltd High-grade denim including double cored denim, high-

elastic denim modal, tencel denim, coolmax denim, ultra-

soft high elastic denim 

Yopi Textile(Fs)Co Ltd Cotton fabric, denim, yarn, dyeing cloth, coated cloth 

Zaozhuang Hiyoung Dynasty Textile Co  Ltd Elastic and non-elastic denim, cotton series, modal series, 

sticky imitation knitting denim 

Zhejiang Jinsuo Textiles Co Ltd Various high-end denim fabrics 

Zhejiang Luckytex Textile Co Ltd Woven denim fabrics 

Zhejiang Sansen Textiles Co Ltd Cotton shells, cotton, tencel, modal, etc. 

Zhejiang Tengma Textile Co Ltd Denim 

Zhejiang Xinlan Textile Co Ltd Denim fabric, denim clothing 

Zibo Haitian Textile Co Ltd Various high-end stretch fabric or bamboo, silk fabrics, 

from 4.5 - 15 oz 

 


